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PREMATURE INFANTS. By Ethel C. Dunham. Children's Bureau
Publication No. 325 Federal Security Administration, Washington,
1948. x + 401 pp. $1.25.
This book presents the mostcomplete discussion of prematurity yet published.
It can serve adequately as a manual for the practicing physician or as a reference
book for the research worker. Dr. Dunham has exhaustively reviewed the litera-
ture on almost all subjects concerning the premature infant. Controversial issues
are considered from many viewpoints. The greatest single value of this book is
the abundance of pertinent and recentreferences.
This work is divided into two parts. Part I presents the statistics of pre-
maturity. Part II discusses the physiological handicaps ofprematurity and oudines
the medical care of these infants. This book should be owned and studied by all
physicians and nurses who deal with children. -R. B. COOKE
PEDIATRICS AND THE EMOTIONAL NEEDS OF THE CHILD. Edited
by Helen L. Witmer. The Commonwealth Fund, New York, 1948.
180 pp. $1.50.
A foremost challenge of current medicine is the utilization of our present
psychiatric knowledge in thephysician's day-to-day relationships with his patients.
In this publication, the reader is privileged to eavesdrop as a group of professors
of pediatrics, pediatric psychiatrists, "psychiatrically oriented pediatricians,"
social workers, and administrators meet informally for a three-day period to dis-
cuss current knowledge of emotional needs of children and its relation to pedi-
atric practice and teaching.
In Session I, entitled What Have We Learned About Emotional Growth and
Development, Dr. Milton J. E. Senn of New York Hospital, and Dr. William
Langford of the Babies Hospital, New York City, introduce the theme by calling
attention to the importance of the pediatrician's key r6le as an observer of the
long-term emotional processes of the children under his care. The following
sessions are devoted to a discussion of What Can the Pediatrician in Practice Do
in theField ofMental Health; What Are the Pediatric Departments Now Think-
ing and Doing About Problems in Mental Health; What Are the Next Steps in
Pediatric Teaching and Training Toward Better Understanding of the Emotional
Life of the Child; and What Are the Next Steps in Furthering Comprehensive
Pediatric Service.
These sessions attack from various points of view the very practical problem
ofwho shall teach what in thepediatric psychiatric sphere, and howbest toutilize
thepsychiatrist, thepsychiatrically oriented pediatrician, and thechild psychiatrist
in a dinical teaching department. This latter section of the book provides a
stimulatingdiscussion as itreflects thevarious approaches, goals, and personalities
of the discussants, who speak not only from different disciplines, but also from
diverse administrative and geographic areas.
The reader will find in these discussions many suggestions of a very practical
nature which will aid him in his day-to-day care of children. This book is not
concerned with the practice of psychiatry. It is concerned with providing the
pediatrician with an adequate understanding of the emotional needs of children
and in helping him to provide care oriented to these needs.
This book is heartily recommended to anyone, whether they be parents,
students, or professional workers, having contact with children.
M. *ESSEL